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Gavin Guile is the Prism, the most powerful man in the world. He is high priest and emperor, a man

whose power, wit, and charm are all that preserves a tenuous peace. But Prisms never last, and

Guile knows exactly how long he has left to live: Five years to achieve five impossible goals. But

when Guile discovers he has a son, born in a far kingdom after the war that put him in power, he

must decide how much he's willing to pay to protect a secret that could tear his world apart.
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An Original Story in a Very Original Fantasy Universe where magic is based on the color spectrum.

Brent Weeks, author of The Black Prism and The Night Angel Trilogy, is known for his creative

world building, twisting storylines, and characters who act like people, rather than generic fantasy

adventure archetypes.Story:One thing is certain, this story is NOT FORMULAIC...A generation ago,

The Great Prism War was fought. Two brothers, both powerful mages, built armies and battled each

other to become The Prism. The war ended when Gavin defeated his brother Dazen. Now, a count

with grandiose, aspirations declares himself a king and builds an army. His first act is to destroy the

small town of Rekton, who failed to supply men for his rebellion. Kip, a chubby farmboy, and Liv, a



student at the magic academy, are drawn into the conflict. Just when you start to figure out what is

going on, the story twists and turns...World:This is an original Medieval Fantasy Universe, that takes

place in The Seven Satrapies. Each Satrapy functions as an independent country, but is under the

watch of a central government. This government has three branches: The Prism, The White, and

The Colors. The Prism, a religious figure and powerful mage viewed as an avatar for the god

Orholam. The White and The Colors are like Senates, and they maneuver with each other for

political power.Magic:Magic is based on Chromaturgy, the act of creating physical objects in the

world based on light. (Similar to the Green Lantern) This substance is called Luxin. The magic users

who create Luxin are called Drafters. Most Drafters can only use one color. A small percentage of

Drafters are Bi-chromes and can use two colors.

For the unawares, this is the start of a new series from author Brent Weeks, who wrote the highly

acclaimed Night Angel trilogy. (The trilogy has my own personal acclaim as well. Hmm, that doesn't

sound right.) I know some of us (ahem, me) were excited at the possible prospect of a new series

that followed old and new characters a couple of decades later in the timeline. And when I first

heard about the release of a new book, I immediately assumed this was the case. I admit to a big

wave of disappointment when I heard it was in an all-new world with all-new characters. I even

sulked a bit. (Okay, a lot.)But guess what isn't a disappointment? Go ahead. Guess.Well, that's true,

but I was actually referring to The Black Prism.The Black Prism follows the Prism Gavin Guile (the

Prism is the religious leader-like the Pope) as he attempts to complete five great purposes before

his death in five years. The world is composed of the Seven Satrapies, and the Chromeria where

drafters-magic-users-are trained in service of the Satrapies, the Prism being the most powerful

drafter of all. Sixteen years ago, the Prism fought and defeated his brother in a civil war to attain his

title, and now the satrapy Tyrea, who sided with the losing brother, is attempting to declare

independence. In Tyrea, Kip's hometown is destroyed by the cruel new king, and the ungainly,

hapless young man becomes a part of the powerful events that are about to shatter the Seven

Satrapies.It would be too easy, too uncomplicated to say that this book is awesome, and it wouldn't

do justice to Weeks' craft. But I'll say it anyway. This book...IS AWESOME!! There have been too

many times where I have opened a new series in a new world by an author well-known for one

particular fantasy world.
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